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2. Can differences in the utilization of factors of production explain 
differences in TFP? Consider a production function of the form 
Y = IK"(hL) 1 -a, where I denotes total factor prod uctjvity and the 
other notation is standard. Suppose I varies by a factor of ten across 
countries, and assume a = 1/3. 

(a) Suppose differences i.n infrnstructure across countries lead only 
to differences in the frncliou of physical capital that is utilized 
in production (vs. its use, say, as fences to protect against diver
sion). How much variation in the utilization of capital do we 
need in order to explain the variation in TFP? 

(b) Suppose both physical capital and skills vary because of utiliza
tion, and for simplicity suppose that they vary by the same fac
tor. How much variation do we need now? 

(c) What do these calculations suggest about the ability of utiliza
tion by itself to explain differences in TFP? What else could be 
going on? 

3. Social infrastructure and the investment rate. Suppose that rates of 
return to capital are equalized across countries because the world is 
an open economy, and suppose that all countries are on their bal
anced growth paths. Assume the production function looks like 
Y = JK<>U-a, where I reflects differences in social infrastructure. 

(a) Show that differences in I across countries do not lead to differ
ences in investment rates. 

(h) How might social infrastructure in general still explain differ
ences in investment rates? 

4. Discuss the meaning of the quotation that began this chapter. 

This [law of our nature] implies a strong and con
stantly operating check on population from the dif
ficulty of subsistence. This difficulty must fall some 
where and must necessarily be severely felt by a large 
portion of mankind .... And the race of man cannot 
by any efforts of reason, escape from it ... misery is an 
absolutely necessary consequence of it. 

-THOMAS MALTHUS, 1798 

The denser the population the more minute becomes 
the subdivision of labor, the greater the economies 
of production and distribution, and hence the very 
reverse of the Malthusian doctrine is true ... 

-HENRY GEORGE, 1879 

e have assembled a model that explains the long-run 
growt~ rate of technology and income per capita. Surprisingly, both 
are dnven by the population growth rate. The number of ideas that 
an econ~U:Y can generate is related to the number of people, and ulti
mate!~ l~vmg st~~dards improve with the size of the population. 

This is. surpnsmg because the logic of Thomas Malthus, captured in 
the quotat10n above, appears so compelling. Increases in population size 
should, given a fixed supply of natural resources, drive down living stan
dards'. Maltl;ms, though, overlooked what Henry George appreciated-the 
capac1ty of people for innovation. 
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The failure of Malthus to acknowledge the potential benefits of a 
larger population is ironic, given that he was living in England at the 
very cusp of the Industrial Revolution that would demolish his predic
tions. In Malthus 's defense, in 1798 real wages in England had not grown 
for two hundred years, were lower than they had been in 1500, and were 
equivalent to the real wages in the year 1200 (Clark 2005). Henry George, 
in contrast, had the benefit of looking back at one hundred years of 
growth in living standards across Western Europe, growth that occurred 
despite historically fast population growth across the continent. 

In this chapter we will build endogenous population growth into 
our model of economic growth, linking decisions regarding the num
ber of children to have to the income level. In addition, we'll explic
itly incorporate a fixed stock of resources-land-into the production 
function. This will allow for "Malthusian" dynamics, where increasing 
population size drives down living standards. 

Combining this with our earlier work linking population size to the 
rate of innovation, we'll be able to provide an explanation for the tran
sition from a low-income, low-growth world prior to roughly 1800 to 
the high-income, high-growth world that we live in today. The dynam
ics of the population growth rate will be key to this explanation, and 
we'll describe the microeconomics behind choices in family size that 
drive this growth. 

POPULATION AND LIVING STANDARDS 

We can break up the history of human population growth and educa
tion into three eras, following the work of Galor and Weil (2000). 

Figure 8.1 plots both income per capita and total population for the 
world from the year 0 through 2010. The figure, in some sense, does 
some injustice to the history of both population and GDP per capita, 
as humans have been a distinct species since roughly 1 million BCE. A 
full graph would extend backward to that point in time, and the rapid 
expansion of both population and income per capita after around 1750 
would become a blip on the graph at the very end. 

To put into perspective how little Figure 8.1 actually captures, sup
pose we were to map out world history on a football field. Let the goal 
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line on one end of the field stand for 1 million BCE. Let the other goal 
line correspond to 2000 CE. Humans were essentially hunters and gath
erers for the overwhelming majority of history, until the development 
of agriculture approximately ten thousand years ago. On our football 
field, hunting and gathering occupies that first 99 yards of the 100-

yards field; systematic agriculture only begins on the one-yard line. 
The year 1 CE is only 7 inches from the goal line, and the Industrial 
Revolution begins less than one inch from the goal line. In the history 
of humankind, the era of modern economic growth is the width of a 
golf ball perched at the end of a football field. 

If we were to extend Figure 8.1 back to 1 million BCE, two trends 
would show up. First, the size of the population would continue to 
shrink as we went farther back in time. In 1 million BCE, estimates put 
the total nun_iber of human beings at only 125,000. This increases to 
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about 230 million by the start of our figure in the year 0 CE. This is a 
growth rate of only 0.0007 percent per year. 1 The second trend would 
be the stagnation in income per capita. On the figure, this is measured as 
equivalent to roughly 450 dollars per year (at today's values) in the year 
zero. This does not fall as we move backward in time. Building off of 
evidence from surviving foraging tribes, Gregory Clark (2007) estimates 
that prehistoric hunters and gatherers consumed just as much food per 
day as individuals alive around O CE. Furthermore, food consumption 
did not change demonstrably from this level until around 1800. 

In the following sections we'll provide more detail on the growth in 
both population and income per capita seen in Figure 8.1. The limita
tion to years after O CE is due to a lack of regular data prior of this point 
in time, but one should keep in mind that we can extend the descrip
tion back for thousands and thousands of years. 

THE MALTHUSIAN ERA 

The period from the origin of modern humans in 1 million BCE to 
1800 CE is referred to as the Malthusian era, after the author of the 
opening quotation to this chapter. By the reckoning of Angus Mad
dison (2008), average income per capita was around $450 per year 
across the entire globe in 1 CE, and did not grow at all between 1 CE 
and 1000 CE. From 1000 to 1820 CE, average income per capita grew 
to $670 per year, a growth rate of only 0.05 percent per year. By 1820 
a divergence across countries was already evident-the richest West
ern European nations had an income per capita of around $1,200, but 
even this implies only a growth rate from 100 to 1820 of 0.14 percent 

per year. 
At the same time that income per capita was low and barely growing, 

the population of the world was also low and barely growing. Between the 
year O and 1000 CE, total world population went from 230 million to 261 
million, a growth rate of just 0.02 percent per year. Note that, while low, 
this is twenty-nine times the growth rate from 1 million BCE to 0 CE. After 
1000, population grew at 0.1 percent per year until it was 438 million in 

1 This example illustrates the remarkable power of compounding; even at this near-zero 
growth rate , world population increased more than a thousandfold over this million-year 

period. 
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l!lOO CE. and lhcn by 0.27 percent per year until total population was 
1.04 bill inn in HllO. 

Ourlng the Mallbusian Era, there was also little offort spent accu
mulating formal human capital. While universi ties worn founded in 
Europe as early as the eleventh and twelfth centuries, these were lim
ited to a very small class of individuals. Education in this era, to the 
extent Lh;1! is was provided, seemed to serve mainly cultural and politi
cal pUl'poses (Landes 1969). 

THE POST-MALTHUSIAN ERA 

AT01md 1800 CE, thero is a notable acceleration in both income per 
capita and populoti n growth rates. This bogan first in Europe and 
its offshoots in North America, and then later across different areas 
of the v.rodd. Where the Malthusian era was characterized by very 
low population growth rates, the post-Malthusian era saw a surge in 
population growth. Between 1820 and 1870, population growth aver
aged 0.4 percent a year, followed by a growth rate of 0.8 percent per 
year from 1870 to 1913 and 0.9 percent from 1919 to 1950. These are 
already roughly four times higher than in the Malthusian era. With 
most countries in the world still passing through the post-Malthusian 
era, the growth rate of world population increased to 1. 9 percent from 
1950 to 1973. 

At the same time that more children were being born and surviv
ing to adulthood, these children were not necessarily receiving any 
formal education. Even after the arrival of the Industrial Revolution 
in England, by 1841 only 5 percent of male workers and 2 percent of 
female workers worked in industries in which literacy was required 
(Mitch 1992). 

The key feature of this era that differs from the Malthusian era, 
though, is that the acceleration of population growth rates did not lead 
to declining living standards. In contrast, this is the period in which 
growth in income per capita begins to rise appreciably, as can be seen 
clearly in Figure 8.1. Growth in world income per capita rose to 0.5 
percent per year from 1820 to 1870 and 1.3 percent per year from 1870 
to 1913. These are rates ten times higher than those in the Malthusian 
era. In the leading areas of Western Europe and its offshoots, growth 
ran ahead of even these rates. 
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THE MODERN GROWTH ERA 

The final era captures the developed world today, as well as those 
countries that are quickly converging toward those living standards. 
From a population perspective, there are two main features of the mod
ern growth era. 

The first, and most dramatic, perhaps, is the demographic transi
tion. After the surge in population growth in the post-Malthusian era, 
countries began to see fertility behavior shift toward smaller families. 
Beginning in Western Europe and North America, population growth 
began to fall in the early 1900s, declining by over half between 1870 
and 1950. This was due, in large part, to declines in the total fertil
ity rate (TFR), a measure of the average number of children born per 
woman. Around 1870, the TFR was as high as 6 in the Netherlands and 
Germany, 5.5 in England, and 4 in France. By the 1970s, the TFR was 
right around 2 across Western Europe, implying that the population 
growth rate was becoming close to 0. 2 

Different regions of the world have entered their own demographic 
transitions, differing only in the timing. In Latin America the transi
tions began in the middle of the twentieth century, with Asia close 
behind. Africa currently has population growth rates that have stopped 
rising, perhaps indicating that this continent is about to enter a demo
graphic transition of its own. 

At the same time that population growth rates started to decline 
from their peaks, those children who were being born were starting 
to acquire higher levels of education. Leaders, such as the United 
States and the Netherlands, had achieved universal primary school 
education by the middle of the nineteenth century, while in the rest 
of Western Europe this did not occur until nearly 1900. Widespread 
secondary schooling first spread through the United States in the 
early twentieth century, but even by the 1960s the average education 
in Western Europe was only about six years. While education levels 

2 A second key component of the demographic transition is the steep decline in mortality 
rates that often precedes the decline in fertility. We do not dwell specifically on mortality 
processes, but doing so would not alter the general model of population processes that 
we develop below. 
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differ widely across countries, across the second half of the twentieth 
century most areas have seen significant growth in the 
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THE MALTHUSIAN ECONOMY 

How do.we ~xplain .~l~ e differences in the growth of living standArds and 
J'.>opulat10n m tho d1:fferont eras, and what is it that driv s the transition 
:om on lo Lb. tl(:)Xl'? Them dcl w dovelopod in Chapters 2 through 
.) t<~ok popula1ion growth as exogenous, and implied LhaL income per 
cnp1ta would onl 7 be slagnanl if population growth was zoro. However 
Lhe evid ence. ol'.Lhe ~allhusiirn era is that living standards did not grow, 
yet 111 populohon size was rising co ntinually. 

PRODUCTION WITH A FIXED FACTOR 

To d~scribe tho economics ut work in Lb.is t~.ra, we will introduce a pro
duction functl u thAI rep lac.;es Urn physical cap ital stock vvilh lancl . 111 

Lhe Mallhusian ora tho va:;t majnl'ity ol' protluc.:ti o was agricull:w·al, 
a~d land represo111.ed th e most imporlfilll l'aclor of produr:liou along 
w1lb. labor.3 Th• important eloment of Malthusian •c:onomy is thal land 
is in fixed supply. 

Let the production function be 

Y = BXf3V - f3, (8.1) 

wher Xis the stock of laud, and Lis the size of JJO[ u lation. B denotes 
the lovel of technology: B multiplies the entire production function 
raLlrnr than just au.gmenling labor as this will simplify the analysis. The 
prnduction funr.tion exhibits constant returns to scale in the rivalrous 

:i We could include both capital and land as factors of production, but this would compli
cate the explanation without changing the ultimate results. 
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inputs of land and labor, reflecting the standard replication argument. 
If we were to create a replica of the economy, with an identical amount 
of land and people, then overall output would double. 

Dividing both sides by L gives us income per capita, 

y = B(~y, (8.2) 

which has the key property that y is inversely related to the size of the 
population. If L rises, then aggregate output will rise, but because of 
decreasing returns, output per capita will fall. Essentially, more people 
are trying to work with the fixed supply of land, X, and they are becom
ing more and more crowded, reducing everyone's output. 

Up to now, we have presumed that population, L, grows at an exoge
nous rate. In the Malthusian model, if L continues to grow forever, then 
output per capita will eventually be driven to zero. While for much of 
history the average person was very poor, it is not the case that he or 
she consumed literally nothing. To accommodate this, the Malthusian 
model makes population growth endogenous. 

Specifically, the Malthusian model assumes that population growth 
is increasing with income per capita. It is easiest to conceive of this 
relationship by thinking of food as the main output of the economy, 
consistent with the evidence of the Malthusian era. At very low levels 
of income, food is scarce and nutrition is poor. Families have difficulty 
conceiving and infant mortality is high. As income rises, families have 
more food available, and the capacity to have children and keep them 
alive through childhood improves. 

Mathematically, we can represent this Malthusian population pro-
cess as 

L L = O(y - ~), (8.3) 

where ~ represents a "subsistence level" of consumption and 6 is a 
parameter governing the response of population growth to income. 
Note that it is quite possible for L / L to be negative. If y is sufficiently 
small, then people have incomes below the subsistence level and their 
families do not have enough surviving children to replace the parents, 
and the population declines. 
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Combining lliis population process with the expression for income 
per capilu abovn yields 

(8.4) 

Tlwt ls, lh grnwlh n11e of populatiou is ucgnlive ly l'll latod lo Ille sizo 
of populatio JJ iL<ioU'. Figmc H.2 plots Lil ii; l'unc:Licm, showing c le1:1rlv 1 hot 
for low l ewd~ o[' popula tion, poop lo i:ll'O rofativoJy riciJ , and popuin lion 
growth is posHivo. For large lcv0ls of L, hown or, iuconrn per capi ln is 
very low, and Llw pop u lHli on growlh ra le is ac:tuully nogotivo. 

Wlw l can ol ·o be seen in Figure 8.2 is tha t for o specific pup ul1ll ion 
s:izo, f ,', popul alion grovvth is 'xac ll y r.ero . If populri l.io n is oqual lo L", 
Lhen lhe pop ul a li on ne.ilher gruws nor i;h r inks, an d stays a l exactly L . 
'l'J1.is is referred tons tho Malthusian slcady stat1, , till~ popu lation ::; ize 
tJ1al can b susta ined indefinitely. 

MALTHUSIAN DYNAMICS OF POPULATION 

UL 

Note: The figure shows the negative relationship between population growth L /Land 
population size L. Because of this negative relationship, the population size will tend to 
grow if less than L *, and will shrink if more than L *, so that in the long run population 
will be equal to L *. 
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Jmporlantly, lhe dynamics ensurn that the economy always ends up 
al L no matter where it starts. If population size is less than L', then 
what c<1n be seen in the figure is that L / L > 0. Population size grows. 
and so long as L remains smaller than L , it will continue to grow. On 
the other hand, if population size is greater then L', then we see that 
L / L < O, and population size is shrinking. It will continue to shrink so 

long as Lis greater than L'. 
We can use equation (8.4) to solve for the actual size of L". Setting 

L / L = O in that equation, this results in 

L* = (%)1/~ X. (8.5) 

The steady-state population is proportional to X, the amount of land. 
Larger land areas would be capable of supporting larger populations, 
somewhat unsurprisingly. In addition, if technology (B) increases, 
this increases the size of the steady-state population as well. Higher 
technology means that the economy can support more people on the 
same area of land because it makes that land more productive. The 
greater the subsistence requirement, the smaller is the steady-state 

population. 
While population size is dictated by the resources available and the 

technology level, examining equation (8.3) shows that living standards 
are not. Setting L / L = O in that equation, we can solve for 

y* = ~· (8.6) 

That is, income per capita in steady-state is dictated solely by the sub
sistence level of consumption. It does not respond to either X or B. 

What is happening here that neither resources nor technology have 
any impact on living standards? This is a result of having population 
gr~wth positively related to income per capita. If r.were greater than/, 
then people would have relatively large families. L / L would be greater 
than zero, and population size would increase. However, given fixed 
levels of X and B, increasing the number of people lowers output per 
capita, y. So any time the economy does have relatively high living 
standards, fertility rates rise and the economy literally eats away at its 
own prosperity. This reaction is precisely what Thomas Malthus was 
describing in 1798, and why he predicted that living standards were 

doomed to remain stagnant in the long run. 
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Ono of th " olhm· implications oJ llw M<1lthii&'i'1n model is 11101 nny 
oxogon~us declin o in populaticm will tompornril , raiim living star;
<far Is. l'tll' oxamplr!, when th l3Juck Douth torn tluot1gb Eurnpo in Lim 
lu1111eo11 lh c:ontmy. it kil lod sumo where hel woo11 30 nnd 50 pnrccmt of 
lhc pop1da~i~n. This mRjor clec:liue i.n tho numb r of p~oplu meant Llrnl 
~h~se r~mauung ~a~ access to a gr~ol ~r stock of rosournes ·pcr capi to. As 
Cl conseq11oncu, livrng stnncfords m ,rnru;e<l tlrnmuticnlly. .lark (2007) 
:e1 orls 1·nal wag .sin England doubling betwco11 13i::o tmd 145(), while 
111 Ital~ wages gn:"". two-rn1d-a-half times larger in tho same period. 
Thoso tm:rcasod ltvmg standards, be wevor, did not last. lly Uie 1500s 
real wages acruss Europe wero back to prc-Olnck Death levels. 

The return of living sl'undnrds Lo tJieir pre-Black Doath lcvols was 
coincidonl wi.I h th e recovery of populalion to its prev ious size. con
sii>lent with lhe MuJthusiau model. Italy's populal'ion was 10 million 
'.n the yoar 1300, [ rior to th ~ Blac.:k D oth. After falling lo 7 miU ion 
111 14-00, by 1500 ii was buck to 10 million. In England, population 
dro1 peel from 3.75 millioll lo 2.5 milliu:a during the Black Death, and 
then by 1500 WHS back 10 R.75 million.4 

Tn sum, tho simple Malthusian modol 1Jrovides u useful docription 
of how living standar ls c uld remain stagnant for long periods or 
time. The LimJted supply or land. combinod with fl Jlositive relation
~hip f in~oi:ie and popnlAlion growtl 1, leacls to a situation whore any 
mcronses 111 tncome pm: capit't1 am inevitably tomporary. 11 is important to 
note that f.l. nectl not he equal to an absolulr. bio logical minimum level. 
ff fomilics bovo a value off lhal is well above lhe biological minimum, 
Lhcn income will b •stagnant. but al n relatively high levAI. Tho mode.I 
does nol necessarily mean t.ltnl misery is ··an nbsolutely 11P.cossary con
seguonce,'' despil • Mallhrn;'s predictions. 

Thls model is a good plf1cc to liegin, but clearly hislor shows us that 
":'e h.a~o not ramainocl in a sl rict Mallhusian equilibrium. 1n parlic1ilar, tbe 
s1r.r. of I he human po11uJati.on budincnmsed expone11t.ir-1lly ov -,r time, while 
at the same I ime i11come per r.apito is no longer stagnunl bt1t increasing nt 
n stondy rnlcl. To exphun lhesc two pheriomonon we will need Lo iucorpo
rnle two cloments into tho busalinc MaJLhusinn mnclol. Tl10 fir8tis to n'llow 
for technological ahange. The s c:on<l is lo oJJow for tho breakdown nl' tile 

4 All tho population figures nrn from McF.vody and fonPs (107B). 
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positive relationship between population growth and income per capita. 
Once we have those elements in place, we'll be able to provide a cohere11l 
explanation for the observed pattern of historical growth. 

TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE 

To begin with, consider what happens if there is a one-time shift up in 
the technology term, B. This makes everyone more productive with the 
resources they have, raising income per capita and population growth 
as well. This can be seen directly in equation (8.4), where an increase 

in Braises i/ L for any given level of population. 
Figure 8.3 shows this graphically for an economy that be~ins with 

a steady-state population of Li. The increase in B shifts the L/ L curve 
to the right. Immediately after the shift, population is still Li. Howe~er, 
with better technology these people earn a higher income per capita, 
which leads to an increase in population growth. The economy therefore 

TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE IN THE MALTHUSIAN MODEL 

UL 

Note: When technology. B, increases this shifts the population growth curve' to the 

right. Initialy, with population still at Li. populalion growth jumps up to A. Tl~is all~ws 
the population to grow from tlrn initial stcwcly-state Vj to a larger steally-stale s1zo, L~. 
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jumps lo point A, wilb i./ L > 0. Populalio11 starts to ini:mosc. going 
frnm T.~ toward l.~. As the populrilion grows. incnrno p •r 1:11pita <locli1ie1> . 
uncl population growlb d1c!1~lines as wn ll. Evcnllinlly. Lhc ecnnm11\' comes 
to rest at the new steady-state level ol' L 2 • . 

Note that this incrnase in population level is pnrmanent. The 
increase in B I.ms ullowed the economy to support a greater number 
of people on the original amount of land. Technology does not share 
the rivalrous nature of land, so the increase in population does not eat 
aw<1y <11 tlrn gains of lcc.:hnology. llowever. note that while population 
size is p .rmonen lly higher, tbe level of incom per capita will settle 
buck down lo y* = c. Technology in the Malthusian model leads to 
only Lemporn ry gain.sin living st1rnclru·ds but permanent gains in popu
lu1ion size. This is what we si-Je go ing on in the Malthus ion era, as liv
ing standards wer stagnant for loug stretches of time, but the absolute 
population of the Earth continued to increase. 

CONTINUOUS TECHNOLOGICAL GROWTH 

Rather than conceiving of technology as a set of exogenous shocks to 
B, wo cnn cons idn1· conlinuaJ growth in B. One can think of this as 
Lhe popnlation growlh cmve in Figure 8.'.l shihing to tho ri1-1ht repeat
edly. This would allow for population size to grow conlinually, which 
implies that income per cu pita would hove to b" above v'. 

To se - lhe effect of constoul growth in B more cleariy, take lhe pro
d11clion l'nnclion involving Ian.cl, take logs, and then the d~rivative 
with respe .l lo lim :. This givos us 

jr iJ i r =Ii - f31: (8.7) 

where we've r.xpl ici ly incorporated lho fact that land ls in fixed sup
ply and the growth rnlo X/ X = 0. Whal we can see From this is that the 
growth of income per ca1>ita depends on how fast technology is grow
ing relative lo pn11ulation. 

Let g = (1/{3)B/B. Then if L/L < g, i.ncome per capita is risl11g, as 
population growth is small rclativo lo teclmo logy growth. Lf L/ I. > 14, 
then population growth is so ]urge tlwl im:omo pnr capiln is l'nlling 
despjto tlw to fo1ology growl l 1. FiuaJI. . i r L; L = g. then the l wn effects 
balance Ill u11d i11co1 1e per c:apil;1 is constant. 
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We can combine this with the standard Malthusian population 
growth equation (8.3) to analyze the dynamics of the model with con-. 
stant technological progress. To do this, we're going to alter the type of 
diagram we're using, as this will set up the explanation of the transi
tion to sustained growth. Figure 8.4 plots the population growth rate, 
L/ L, against income per capita, y, as opposed to the size of population 

as in Figure 8.2. 
Give the dynamics of income per capita from equation (8.7), we 

know that if population growth is equal to g, then income per capita is 
constant. This can be seen as the point where the two lines intersect in 
the diagram. This happens at yM, the Malthusian steady-state leve~ of 
income per capita. If income per capita is below yM, then populat10n 

DYNAMICS Of INCOME PER CAPITA WITH CONSTANT B/B 

LIL 

g 
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Note: The figurn shows the positive relationship between population growth and 
income per capita. Prom equation (8.7) we know that if population growth is above g 
income per capita is fa lling, and if it is below g income per capita is rising. The arrows on 
the x-axis show the dynamics of income per capita, and that in the long run the economy 

will always end up at yM. 
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growlh is smn!IP.r than 14, anti i nc:ome per capita is gi·owlng. Tho oppo
si te occurs if il1<:omll per r:apitn is higher than yM, wbcre I opulation 
grnwlh is larger Lhau 8 and income per capita is shrinking. 

Wlwl tltis mr:mns Is Lhat tho income per capita of yM is a stable ' lead 
stale. ln .01m~ will lend towurd Lhis level, regardl ess of where it starts. 
Thu sloady-statc in ·oull'l per cApila is clirnctJ rolat d lo the growth rAle 
of tnc:h1:ology. Tf techn logy growth increasus, this shifts 11p the hori
zon1ul hne g, nnd tlrn stondy-;talc Level or inc mn por apitn incroosm;. 
Faster tochnologir:al gr wtlt moans that the force pushing up income 
per capita is getting stronger relative to the force pushing down income 
per capita-a large population. 

Constant gr wtb in technology in the Malthusian model does not 
lead to sustained growth in income per capita, though. It only increases 
the steady-state level of income per capita. It does, however, lead to 
~ustained growth in population size. In steady state, it must be that 
L/L = 8 > 0, so Lbat the nurnb1~r of pcopl is increasing. If the growth 
rate or lcchnoJ gy is small, then population growth will be small, but 
so long as there is some tech11ological progress, the population will 
grow. Mechanically, Figure 8.4 explains how we can have a growing 
population but stagnant income per capita, as observed for much of 
human history. 

ENDOGENOUS TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE 

Th is brings us bock lo our o~·iginol work on the sources of tec:hnoJogical 
growth. Whal determines B/ B. or1d Lhercfore g·~ Tl1e pop tlation size. 
Reca ll from tho discussion in .hap1er 5 l ltat to hno logical growth can 
be m de.led as 

f3 sRU 
B = v Bl - </>' (8.8) 

which is increasing in the size of the population. Assuming that we 
start out historically with a very low level of L compared to B, then as 
population grows the growth rate B / B will increase. 5 Increases in i3 / B 

5. To see this, consider ~lat ii/ B will rise so long as AL/ L > ( 1 - <P )ii/ B. Plugging back in for 
B / B, this will hold if AL/ L > 11s n/J7-',,. For sufficiently small ratios of L to B, this will hold. 
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geuernl<. w gher gm w'Lb r<i[ CS of popula tion . lh >Ugh . \•Vhi r: b in llt rll ge11-
l:l.ru l s lliglwr lel:l111ulogk Al grov,rth, urnl so on c:l nd sn 0 11 . This v irl11nus 

cyr.Jo will ultimately bo the SOlll'GO ortJ w lm mdli on In lllOdl-l l'll grow th . 
This r<~ <l ~n11ing is behind Llrn work of Michno] Krom er (10 ~J3). who 

uses it to explain the relationship of population growth and popula
tion size over human history. Kremer's model of technological change 
is a special case of eq1wlion (8.8) in his main aual ys is . He assumes that 
A= 1, <P = 1, and simplifies things by assu111i11g that all people both 
work and create innovations, so that sn drops out. We noted in Chapter 5 

that the assumption of <P = 1 was unrealistic given modern growth 
rates, but here we are trying to explain growth prior to the modern era. 
The assumption that <P = 1 is not strictly necessary, but we do need 
a suffiC'iontJ y strong "standing on shoulder'' effect, imp lying that <Pis 
large. Combining Kremer's assumptions with the MaJ I h usian equilib
rium condition that i/ L = g gives us 

i jJ 

- = -L. 
L f3 

(8.9) 

In short, the population growth rate is increasing with the size of the 
population. This captures in very stmk form the virtuous cycle described 
previously. As population size increases, technology grows faster. As 
technology grows faster, the population grows faster. The really intrigu
ing thing about Kremer's model is that we can actually look at data on 
population growth and population size to see if it works. 

Figure 8.5 plots the growth rate of population against the size of the 
population, for years ranging from 1 million BCE to the present. As can 
be seen, for all but the most recent past, there is a very strong positive 
relationship. From the very origins of humanity until the middle of the 
twentieth century, every time that population size increased so did the 
subsequent growth rate of the population. It is only since 1970 that this 
relationship has broken off. 

Note that the standard Malthusian model without endogenous 
technological change cannot match this data. In the strict Malthusian 
model, any increase in population size would be associated with lower 
income per capita, and hence lower population growth rates, the exact 
opposite of what we see in Figure 8.5. It is only once we introduce tech
nological progress that depends positively on population size that we 
can explain the data in the figure. Although Malthusian mechanisms 
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SOURCE: Authors' calculations using data from Kremer (1993) and U.S. Census Bureau 
data on world population. 

may be .a~ work in the world, they have consistently been overcome by 
the pos1t1ve effects of population size on innovation. 

The Kremer model is useful for describing nearly all of human his
tory. However, in this model the virtuous cycle of population growth 
and technological change will end up spiraling into growth rates for 
both that are neither observed nor even believable. To see this, consider 
that in Figure 8.4, every time g increases population growth increases 
as well, and this can continue forever. That is, we should see accelerat
ing growth rates of technology and accelerating growth rates of popu
lation over time. While there has certainly been some acceleration of 
both growth rates through the post-Malthusian era and into the modern 
era, the data in Figure 8.5 show that population growth is now falling. 
We'll need .to incorporate more nuance into our description of popula
tion growth to accommodate these facts. 
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THE TRANSITION TO SUSTAINED GROWTH 

The next element to add to the model is a description of population 
growth that does not increase continuously wit~ inco~e per capita. We'll 
describe the new population dynamics mechamcally first, an~ show h~w 
with these mechanics in place we can provide a comprehensive ~escn~
tion of growth from the deep past until today. The section. followmg ~his 
one will describe the economics underlying these populat10n dynamics. 

REALISTIC POPULATION GROWTH RATES 

Figure 8.6 shows our more refined function relating populatio~ growth 
to income per capita. At very low levels of income per capita,. there 
is a positive relationship between population growth and y, as m the 

DYNAMICS OF INCOME PER CAPITA 

UL 

Population growth function 

g 

y 

Note: The population growth function here captures the fact that there is a ~urni~g 
point at which increases in income actually lower population growth rates. With t~1s 
function, there are now two steady states, yM and y'I'. Fo.r any Y < y1'. inc01~e per capit1~ will end up at yM eventually, as in the standard Malthusian model. If y > Y , then pop1 
lation growth is lower than g and income per capita will grow continuously. 
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slnt1dflrd Malthusian model. However, in F'igure 8.6 1 l10re is a turn
ing poinl at which population growth no lunger rises willi income per 
capita but actually starts to decline. Continued increases in income per 
capita lower the population growth rate until it levels out at very high 
income levels. 

The d rnarnics ofy ilseHorn still governed hy equation (H.7). T'lrn1·0-
fore, it is still lhn cnse Lhfll if i/L < 8 income par capil 1 is rising 
ns loc:hnoJogy is i111prnving faster lhm1 populolinn is ealing uway al 
rHsourccs. For pop11 latiou growth rates above g, income per capita is 
fulling. Thes · dynAmir.s are denoted on !lie x-axis in the figun~. 

Whal we rrncl up with is lwo slcady stat ·:; for income per capita. 
The point yA'' is a stable ste~dy stale, And Lncomo per capita will end 
up hern as long as y < y1' Lo begin with. All of our intuition from Lbe 
Mal1ltusia11 mod .l holds here. Income per capita is stag.nai1t al yM. On 
the other hand. ii' income per .a pi la is lMger Lhan yT, then population 
growlb is lower lhan g, and income peT capita is increasing. Given U1c 
population growth fLrnctio11, Ll1i::i does n l ause a Malthusian responso 
of increasing fertility rates, and so growth i11 incomo per capila con
tinues unabated. When y > yT. it is th as Lhal i/ L < g forevel', ond 
g:rowU1 in inc me Tlfll' c:r1pita d es i1ol stop. y'l' is a steady stnle, bul an 
uns lable 0110. 1f incoo1e is nol eqm1l 1·0 yT, iL will never end up at y'1'. 

This suggests oulJ possible-reason for lh transilion to s11stained eco
nomic growth. 1l is possible, givun fi'igure 8.6, that a suftlciently largo 
shock in incomo per capita would allow an ec: nomy !hat wa, al yN1 
to jump to y > ;r, This wo11 Id have been su ffi.cienl lo put I he world 
on lhe sustained growth traj ctory. Howcvor. ibis p )Ssibilily does not 
match the historical ex:pericn e. lh .. memb'I' that during ·Lbe Black Doalh. 
income per capita more than doubled, and this was not sufficient to kick 
off su 'tnined growth. So it is hard lo Sflfl how an even larger jump in y 
could have tnken place in the nineleenlh .entury that we have sornuhow 
missed in the data. 

Rather than jumping to sustained growth, the source of the transi
tion lay in the steady increase in the size of population and the conse
quent increase in technological growth. Recall from the previous sec
tion that as population size increases, g rises, shifting up the horizontal 
line in foigure 8.6. This shifts yA1 up over time, which shows up as 
minor incr.easns in income per capita over the Malllrnsian era. 

So long as technological growth is positive, population growth is 
positive as well, and this continues to accelerate technological growth. 
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The horizontal line denoting g moves up as the number of people-and 
therefore the number of innovators-increases. Given that the popula
tion growth function now has a maximum, it is possible for technological 
growth to increase to the point that g actually lies above the entire function. 

This situation is shown in Figure 8. 7. Once there is a sufficiently 
large population, the economy is "freed" from the Malthusian steady 
state. In Figure 8.7, it is always the case that i / L < g. No matter the 
level of income per capita, growth in income per capita is always posi
tive. Eventually, income per capita will increase to the point that popu
lation growth levels off at the rate n *. 

FROM MALTHUSIAN STAGNATION TO SUSTAINED GROWTH 

With this, we have all the pieces to provide a description of the pat
tern of economic growth for all of human history. In the beginning, 
the population is very, very small, and exists in a Malthusian steady 
state. With the very small population, g is extraordinarily small given 
equation (8.8). Slow, almost imperceptible technological growth means 
slow growth of population size in the Malthusian steady state. This 
situation persists for thousands of years, with the economy inching 
ahead in the number of innovations and number of people. 

Despite the slowness, there is an acceleration under way, with the 
cycle of increasing speed of innovation leading to increasing popula
tion size, and back to increasing speed of innovation. g is increasing, 
and with it yM. The economy is still in a Malthusian environment, but 
the pace of everything is starting to speed up. In Western Europe, one 
might find this period starting around 1500 or 1600, whereas it took 
slightly longer in other areas of the world. 

With increased population size, and technological growth speeding 
up, the economy enters what we called the post-Malthusian period. 
In terms of Figure 8.6, the economy is transversing the "hump" in the 
population growth function. Income per capita is rising slowly, as most 
of the gains in output are taken up by increasing population growth 
rates. However, the very fast population growth raises the growth rate 
of technology, and the world reaches a situation like that in Figure 8. 7 

where g is larger than the maximum rate of population growth. A demo
graphic transition leading toward lower population growth sets in as 
income per capita continues to increase, and we reach income levels at 
which population growth settles down to the rate n *. 
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THE TRANSITION TO SUSTAINED GROWTH 
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Population growth function 
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Note: The figure shows that once the growth rate of technology is high enough, the 
growth rate of income per capita is always positive. This means that the economy will 
grow continuously, and the population growth rate will eventually settle down ton*. 

In this final phase, with a constant population growth rate, our work 
from Chapter 2 through 5 becomes the best description of the world. 
Here, population size has become very large and the growth rate of 
technology stops accelerating. With constant growth in population, the 
world settles into a balanced growth path, and along this path we know 
that technology grows at 

(8.10) 

Growth in income per capita, along the ultimate balance growth path, 
will be 

* ( A ) gy = gB - f3n = 1 - <P - f3 n ' (8.11) 

given the production function including land. This is slightly different 
from what we found in the original models of growth in Chapters 2 
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through 5, nnd lb at is becaus<-! of the inclusion of a fixed factor ol' pro
duction. land. This p rodncos a drag on growth of (Jn ,., as the available 
land is spread more and more thinly among the incrnasing population. 
So long as g/J > {311 ' , growth in income per capita will be positive along 
the balanced growth path. This will be the case if A/ (1 - <Pl > (3. That 
is, if the "stepping on toes " effect is no1 too strong (i. e., ,\is relatively 
large) and the "standing on shoulders" effect is not too weak (i.e ., <P is 
not too a small), then growth will be positive. Additionally. if the role 
of land in production, {3, is small, then growth will be positive , some
thing we take up in the next section in more detail. 

Ultimately, the pattern of growth in income per capita and popu
lation across human history can be explained as an outgrowth of an 
expanding population. As the number of potential innovators has 
increased over time, so has the speed at which technological progress 
occurs, and ultimately this allowed the world to leave Malthusian stag
nation behind and embark on the path of sustained economic growth 
that we experience today_G 

STRUCTURAL CHANGE DURING THE TRANSITION 
TO GROWTH 

The previous analysis established that an important aspect of the take
off to growth was having population size sufficient to get g larger than 
even the highest possible population growth rate, as in Figure 8. 7. 

Recall that g = gB/ {3. We have discussed the model in terms of tech
nological growth, implying that what is happening is that gH eventually 
rises sufficiently to allow the escape from the Malthusian era. It is also 
worth considering the role of (3. 

The larger is {3, the more land matters for production, and the 
smaller is g. Thus, making the fixed factor of production more impor
tant will delay the time at which we transition out of the Malthusian 
era. On the other hand, decreases in f3 will raise g, and this will make it 
easier to escape. In the limit, as f3 goes to zero , g goes to infinity, and the 
economy can escape the Malthusian era immediately, even with a very 

r,Thc1 rlescription in thi s sr1cUon is stylized, and one can provide a more rigorous math
ematical clesr:riplion of the dynamics involved. See Galor (2011) for a comprehensive 
tre<1 t1rnml of tlrn sLtbjr~c t. 
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small population. This tlemunsl rales how c:rucin l having n fj xed factor 
of production is to delivering lh e Malthusian rnsttlts. 

lt also sl10ws lhnl sLI·11ctural ehang<~s in Urn eco nomy moy 'have 
played a rol n in nmc:hfog sus lai1rncJ gruwtl1. Ag-rlcultmaJ goods made 
up the vas1 majority ul' lotal ouLput early in lh n Malth usian oru. s tho 
economy developed, many of the innovations that occurred led to new 
products being introduced that made the contribution of fixed factors 
like land less important. For example, even though cotton is an agri
cultural good requiring land to grow, a great deal of the final value ~fa 
cotton shirt can be attributed to the skilled work involved in creating 
thread from the raw cotton, weaving the cotton thread into cloth, and 
sewing the raw cloth into a wean1ble shil't. On top of those clirecl pro
duclio_a prnco~ses, there is thu value ;1ddod by people who transport 
U1 e shirt fron1 factory to store, lhe clerks who stock the shirt a n I direct 
you to it on the shelf, and to the designer who came up with a style of 
shirt that you want to buy. In the end, the land involved in proclnoing 
the raw cotton, while necessary, captures only a very small porU on of 
the value of the shirt. 

Over time, then, the evidence is that land's share in ou tput, cap
tured by {3 , is declining. This is demonstrated clearly in Figure 8.8 for 
England. Around 1750, farmland rents made up 20 percent of national 
income in England, whereas by 1850 this had fallen to about 8 percent, 
and it was less than 0.1 percent in 2010. So at the same time that tech
nological growth was accelerating due to larger populations, the drag 
on the economy due to the fixed factor, land, was declining. This con
tributed to the increase in g that released us from Malthusian era. 

If the limits imposed by a fixed factor like land are so pernicious, 
then why did past generations not focus on production that was not 
dependent on it? One reason was that the necessary innovations may 
not have been available yet. Another, and likely very relevant reason, 
was that past generations could not abandon agricultural production 
without starving to death. If we rank goods in terms of their impor
tance, food is likely to come in at first place. In addition, there is some 
minimum quantity of food that would have been necessary just to keep 
people alive. So first and foremost, economies in the past would have 
had to allocate their labor to agricultural production until a sufficient 
amount of food was available. Only then could they turn to nonfood 
production that did not depend so crucially on a fixed factor like land. 
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However, while over history people have purchased more food as 
their incomes increased, the additional food purchases never appear to 
grow as quickly as income. To be more succinct, the income elasticity 
of food is less than one, something referred to as Engel's law (after Ernst 
Engel, a Prussian statistician of the nineteenth century). This means 
that as economies grew richer, a smaller fraction of their output was 
agricultural, and a smaller fraction of the labor force was engaged in the 
agricultural sector. Exact data from the distant past are not available, 
but in 1785 England already had only 40 percent of output made up of 
agricultural goods, falling to 5 percent by 1905. In Germany the frac
tion fell from close to 50 percent in 1850 to about 25 percent by 1905 

(Mitchell, 1975). In contemporary times, the least developed parts of 
Sub-Saharan Africa produce about 50 percent of total output as agri
cultural goods, whereas in the United States this is less than 1 percent. 

The structural transformation of economies from agricultural to 
producing mainly manufacturing goods or services went hand in hand 
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with their escape from the Malthusian era. This transformation would 
have contrilJU!fld In the takeoff by reci uc:i 11g lhe role of land in produc
tion, and slu·i11king /3. However, tho uudo.clying driver of the transition 
Lu s11 slai:nccl growth rffmui:as lhCl iucrfl!lliH in lechnologil.:al growth ratos 
ass1)t:iatod w[Lli l<,1rge.r popnlc1tions, will1ont w h ioh th• income guius 
loatliug lo the structurul lransformutfou would not have l.Hkau plaee. 

THE ECONOMICS OF POPULATION GROWTH 

We have described how, given the population growth function in 
Figures 8.6 and 8.7, we can completely describe the path of income 
per capita over time. Here we set out to describe the economics behind 
those figures. Why does population growth rise and then fall with 
income? Li an~wel'ing thi s question . we'll a lso provido an explam1llo n 
for why education does not risn until popul, tioa g.rowlb spikes . 

WP.' il lJ1inl< 11um 11 chllclren and lheiretluca tion as goods Uiat families 
"consume." This means that we can use the standard microeconomic 
framework of utility functions and budget constraints to describe the 
doci .'!ions that families make. The origins of the economic analysis of 
family behavior lie with Nobel-laureate Gary Bet:ker (1960). He was 
focused on the opportuni'ly cost of children, a11d explained declining 
I' :rtillly rates in develo1 lng countries as reflecting the increased COS l of 
children to parents who were experiencing rising wages. 

Becker's (1960) original theory regarding fertility, however, is not suffi
cient for expJnining th e broad shifts in 1, opulation _processes ave)· history. 
It sugges ts that populati ons growth is h iglw.st when wages are lowest, and 
that is counterfactual given the evidence of the Malthusian period. 

Wo in stead adopt a_ "quillltity/quality" l'ramework. This aclapts Beck
er's (1960) original wo1·k lo say that parents cam not only about how 
many children they have (Lhe quantity) but also abo llt their quality. 
Quality can mean many things, bul we will measure it by the education 
that a child receives. Most importantly, the quantity/quality framework 
says that there is a tradeoffbetween the two, and that families can either 
have laTgc fam ilies with low ed ucation, or small families with high 
education . but cannot afford to have many high ly educated chilur n. 
This quantity/quality tradeoff is featured in the original unified growth 
model of Galor and Weil (2000), and is capable of explaining what we 
see in Figure 8.4. 
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The quantity/quality theory is an economic description of family 
decisions regarding the number of children and the education they 
receive. As such, we will have both a budget constraint as well as a util
ity function. What is the budget constraint of a family? We'll examine 
an average family, earning exactly income per capita, y. 7 That income is 
spent having children, educating children, and providing a subsistence 
consumption for the parents. You can think of this subsistence con
sumption as the food and goods that parents require to maintain their 
own lives, and it serves the same purpose as in our original Malthusian 
model. We could allow for parents to increase their consumption as 
their income grows, but that would not meaningfully change any of our 
results. The budget can be written as 

y = f + M + E, (8.12) 

where c is the subsistence consumption amount, M is the amount 
spent o~ children, and Eis the amount spent educating children. One 
can think of Mas resources, such as food and clothing, that are neces
sary for each child, and E as additional resources spent on optional 
things such as formal schooling. 

To translate spending on children and education into numbers of 
children and units of education, we'll use the following equations: 

M 
m = 1/ -

y 
(8.13) 

u = E + u. (8.14) 

The first says that the number of kids, m, depends positively on the 
amount of resources spent having children (M), but that this is offset 
by the level of income per capita y. What we are saying here is that the 
"price" of children is rising along with income. Why? This is capturing 
Becker's original idea that children take up a lot of parents' time, and as 
yrises their time is more and more valuable. The value 1J is a parameter 
that will help determine the long-run population growth rate. 

The second equation describes the units of education of a child, u, 
which you may recognize as the input to the formula for human capital 
in earlier chapters. It is the sum of spending, E, and a separate term u 

7 A family may well consist of two adults, both working and earning a total of 2y. It's not 
crucial whether we use y or 2 y as tlrn income level of a family. 
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that captures an inherent amount of education that children get even if 
they are not formally schooled. You can think of IT as representing the 
basic skills that any child will acquire by interacting with their family 
and community. 8 

We now have the constraints in place, so we have to specify the util
ity function of parents. We'll assume that it takes the following form, 

V =In m +In u, (8.15) 

where Vis their total utility. What this says is that parents derive util
ity from both the number of kids they have, m, and the amount of edu
cation that each child has, u. We presume that parents get no utility 
from their subsistence consumption fl., which is not crucial to what we 
are trying to show. The natural log function means that parents have 
diminishing marginal utility from both m and u. For example, the gain 
in utility going from one to two kids is bigger than the gain in utility 
going from two to three. The utility function also implies that parents 
will always want a positive number of both kids and education, as if 
either went toward zero, utility would drop to negative infinity! 

To solve for the optimal choice of the family, we will incorporate 
the budget constraints into the utility function. First, use the relation
ships in equations (8.13) and (8.14) to write the utility function as 

V = In ( 1J ;) + In (E + u). 

Then, to get things only in terms of education, use the spending con
straint in equation (8.12) to substitute for M so that we have 

( 
y- c - E) 

V = ln 17 ; + ln (E + u). (8.16) 

This looks somewhat convoluted, but notice that the only choice vari
able left is E, the amount to spend on education. We can now maximize 
utility with respect to E, finding out the optimal amount of education 
that parents will choose. Following that, we can use the budget con
straint to find out the number of children. 

8 
Note that E is total education spending by the fornily, but each child bnnefits equally 

from this. This assumption is not crucial but makos tlrn analysis clearer. 
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To get the first-order condition for the maximi~ation, take the deriv
ative of equation (8.16) with respect to E and set it equal to zero, 

-1 1 
+ -=O. 

y-f-E E+u 

Rearranging this first-order condition to solve for E, we find 

y- u -f 
E=----

2 

This tell us that families will increase their spending on education as 
income increases. However, notice that if income is particularly small, 
then the solution implies that education spending could actually be 
negative. This doesn't make any sense, as the minimum that parents 
can spend on education is zero. . . 

We'll have to be more careful in how we describe the optimal solu
tion, taking into account the minimum for education spending, 

E=O ify<f+li 

y-u-f_ 
E = if y 2: f + u. 

2 

For low levels of income per capita, parents will not provide any ed~ 
cation funding at all. Why? Recall that kids will always have at least ~ 
in education, so parents get that for "free." When income is very low, it 
makes sense to spend all of your money on having extra children rather 
than adding extra education to each child. 

Knowing the solution for Ewe can use equation (8.12) to solve for 
M, and then use (8.13) to solve for m. If we put all this together, we'll 
find that 

m=~(1 - ~) 

m=~(1-;+ ~ ) 

if y < f_ + u 

if y 2: f_ + u 

is the solution for the number of children. 9 

9The population growth rate can be calculated directly fron_i the number of childre~. 
Assuming that each family hast two adults in it, then populat10n growth, n, can be wnt

m - 2 ten as n = -2-· 
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Here it is 1 orth recoiling whFtl i:s Ibo objoctivc of thi s soction. We 
arA lrying Lo des rilJc1 the puptt lation grnwth f11m lior1 in Figttres 8.G 
imd 8.7. Spo iDc:rilly, why dons popu l ~1Liu11 growth rise w-ith inconw 
when incomes ru•p, low (the upward sloping par1 of tho J'WJction) and 
lhc foll with i 1come ul higher inco111e levels (I.be downward :;]oping 
J arl of Lh u furwti n)'~ Our l'lo l ul ion fur families' optimal nurnbor of chil 
dren, 111, Jr.livers tlie ·e n.luticmships. 

To .-ee 1J1is. cnnsidur fir:-; ! Lho cmm wllAn i.nc:umo is lnw und y < r: -I U. 
Horn, if i.nuomc lnc:reuses, so doos th o op linrn l uumbHr or bildren, 
1'/ (1 - qjy). When fami li es am ni latively poCJr, <:ill incr - se in income 
leaves more rnsources left ov 'l' after paying for subsislence conswnp
tion £,and parenL. are able to afford lo have mol'e children. R call that 
At lhis low level of iucom , parents wil l nut spend nny money erl u
cating their chlldreI1. Ou1· moclcl therefore offers a description of tha 
Malthusian-era population dynamics: populatio1 grovvth is posilivcly 
rnlated lo income and educa li on levels are min imal. 

What happ ns when income rcnches y = Q +Ti? At Lhls point which 
rep1:esen1s llrn peu k of tlie popu lation growth function ln Figures B.6 
and 8.7, paronl·s bogin lo start investing in thoir children's ed ucation. 
111 Additiun, assuming that q_ < TI, then as inconrn increases furthor 
Llrn optimal number of cbj Jclten will fall. 10 As yc:ontbrnes to go up, lhe 
"!Jrice" of children rises along w ith it, m1d r1 dec1·eases, giving us 
Lh' cl lw11wru·d sloping portion of ll1e population growth function . 
This represent tho domographk transition, with th e tflndency lowru:d 
sma ller families and greater edur:ution.. 

l'n tlrn long ruu, as y gols- very l;;U'g'. Lhe terms s;_/y and 11/y bolh 
appronch zero, and 111appl'oaches71/2. Tb1tvalu<·. ·ry /2 clic la tes the long
run po1rnlation growtl1 rnte, whic; h no longer depimtls <m income . .1 1 

The modal in this section Lh B.refore providHs on exp lam1 Lion for the 
long-nm popu lation growth ra te wrnd in om· mod<~ls of technologi
ca l chill1ge from Cbapt r 5. Fo.t cutmlries Llrn l bavo sufficient ly high 
incom levels, lh e population grow1h rat<;i is prerHctod to renmin. 
unchanged <:iven as income per cap ita .on l inu(.s lo increase. 

•uc: _ u i .~ u c~'ssn ry Lo prndui:o Urn rt:1:mll s, bttl as lhese al't. Vfil') sl •li:Gocl IHri11s lbnre i1,1 
no way lo link Uuml dirf'i :ll y lo da i!l pmvlnJ: th e .nn cliliun ho ttls . 
11 

/:ipecilkuJI , LI Lu lu11g-run pup11 lalin11 growt h n1lH, /1' can bu wri11011 as 11 • = 71 / 4 l. 

No le Ll111 I no t h iu~ mquin').~ 1l ' 111 oqufll zcrn, w1d pupul.11ti1111 r.mJ d wol l conlinuu lo 
lucra11so lndunni toly. 
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The quality/quantity model of family choices regarding children 
and education is therefore able to provide a justification for the popu
lation growth function plotted in Figures 8.6 and 8.7. Combined with 
endogenous technological change, we can provide an explanation for 
why humans remained mired in the Malthusian era a very long time 
before eventually transitioning into the current world of sustained eco
nomic growth as population size increased. 

COMPARATIVE DEVELOPMENT 

The model laid out in this chapter is able to provide an explanation for 
the observed pattern of income per capita and population growth across 
the whole world. Is there anything we can say, using this model, about 
disparities in living standards? In particular, what does this model 
imply about why it was England (with the rest of Western Europe right 
behind them) that was the first place to make the transition to sustained 
growth? This is often tangled up with the question of why China was 
not the first place to make the transition. 

Mechanically, achieving sustained growth requires that g rise above 
the population growth function. This can occur either because g rises 
(through faster technological progress or larger population size) or 
because the population growth function shifts down (through differ
ences in family fertility behavior). 

A number of authors, with David Landes (1969) and Joel Mokyr (1990, 
2002) being among the most prominent, connect the early takeoff in Europe 
to technological creativity. One element of this creativity, particularly in 
England, appeared to be the willingness to borrow (or perhaps steal) ideas 
from other countries and regions, including China. Imitation would have 
allowed England to avoid duplication of research efforts, which in the 
model may be reflected as a less severe "stepping on toes" effect, implying 
a larger value for A. Alternatively, the establishment of secure intellectual 
property rights in Europe, which we have discussed before in connection 
with the work of Douglass North (1981), would imply greater incentives 
to pursue innovation. Mechanically, we can think of this as introducing 
a higher level of sR in Europe compared to other areas. Regardless, being 
able to sustain higher growth rates in technology would have allowed 
Europe to escape the Malthusian equilibrium sooner. 
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This explanation highlights the importance of growth in technol
ogy versus the level of technology. China historically developed any 
number of technologies before the Europeans. China had advanced 
metallurgy and was making steel several centuries ahead of Europe. 
In textiles production, China had early versions of multiple spinning 
devices and mechanical looms about two hundred years before the 
English would turn these into an engine of the Industriai Revolution. 
Paper, gunpowder, and mechanical clocks were all invented in China 
well before they appeared in Europe. Despite this very high level of 
technology, innovation was apparently not occurring fast enough to 
overcome the drag of population growth, and China remained locked 
in a Malthusian world. 

Instead of faster technological growth, Europe's advantage may 
have been lower population growth rates. There are several reasons 
proposed for this difference with Asia. Max Weber (1920) specu
lated that Protestantism was integral in changing preferences for 
children's education, lowering fertility rates in northwest Europe. 
John Hajnal ( 1965) proposed that a distinct European marriage 
pattern, with relatively late ages of marriage and large number of 
unmarried women in the population, limited population growth. 
Looking at population processes from the other side, Voigtlander 
and Voth (2010) show that it may have been higher mortality rates in 
Europe-due to war, plague, and urbanization-that lowered popu
lation growth and ironically let Europe escape the Malthusian equi
librium sooner. 

Geography may have played a role as well. Differences in the type 
of agriculture practiced could have led to a relatively high cost of 
children in Europe and lower population growth rates, as described 
by Vollrath (2011). More broadly, geography may have been a deter
minant of why it was Europe and Asia, as opposed to Africa or the 
Americas, that were the leading candidates to jump to sustained 
growth. Jared Diamond (1997) documents advantages in terms of 
domesticable crops and livestock for both Europe and southeast Asia. 
This functioned as an initial advantage in the level of technology, Bin 
our model, which allowed these areas to sustain larger populations. 
With larger populations, technological growth was able to advance 
more quickly compared to less favored places such as Africa and the 
Americas. 
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SUMMARY 

Population growth plays a central role in the process of economic 
growth. It not only determines the long-run growth rate, as seen in 
Chapter 5 but was crucial in releasing the world from Malthusian 
stagnation around 1800. To explain this transition we incorporated a 
fixed natural resource, land, into our model. The presence of this fixed 
factor means that larger populations tend to drag down living stan
dards . However, as we saw when endogenous technological change is 
included, larger populations also mean greater rates of innovation that 
tend to push up living standards. For much of history the downward 
drag was more powerful and income per capita remained stagnant at 
relatively low levels. Eventually, though, the world population grew 
sufficiently large that innovation took place fast enough to overcome 
this downward drag and put us on the path to sustained growth. 

The microeconomics behind family choices about fertility and edu
cation provide us with a way of understanding why population growth 
does not continue to increase with income per capita. Once families are 
rich enough they begin to invest in their children and further gains in 
income result in greater education but not higher fertility. This model 
of population growth helps us to understand some of the theories 
regarding comparative development across the world. A combination 
of a rapid rate of innovation and a low peak rate of population growth 
helped Europe become the first area of the globe to achieve sustained 
growth in income per capita, an advantage that it and offshoots such as 
the United States have maintained to the present day. 

EXERCISES 

1. The Black Death. In Section 8.2.1 we discussed how a major drop 
in the size of the population could actually raise living standards. 
Consider an economy that is described by the model in that section 
and is currently at the steady state level of population L *. 

(a) There is a one-time drop in population, to L0 < L*, following 
an outbreak of the plague. Draw a graph showing the path of 
income per capita, y, in this economy over time. Include on the 
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graph llrn limo period prior lo the plagun, llrn plag110 ilself, Hncl 
the ti1110 period folluwi11g lhc plng11e a:; t11c oconomv recovers 
buck to stPndy slate. · 

(b) An alternative wa.v to think of n plaguo is ns a drop in llto pro
ductivity of tbe population. Start over wilh mi economy at the 
Slflad -s tale lcwol or popuJ.al ion L ·. Now let Lhmo be a pcrrnaminl 
tlrnp in productivity, D, rluo lo Ili c plngtm. Draw u now grnph 
showing lhe palh ol' income per cap ita , y. in this ocnnomy ovP.r 
lime. Again include the period prior to the prodll<.;tivily drop, 
lho d.ror ils LI', ond lho Um(;! period following as lhe oconorny 
goes l o ils steady slate. How loes incomo per capita compare in 
th is s ituation to lhe one in (a)? 

(c) Finally, start over again with the economy at steady state with L* 
in population. Now let there be a temporary drop in productiv
ity, B, due to the plague. That is, B falls for several years, and 
then goes back to its original level. Draw a new graph showing 
how income per capita evolves over time, similar to the prior 
parts in this question. How does income per capita compare in 
this situation to that in (a) and (b)? 

2. The importance of growth rates versus productivity levels. Con
sider two economies, A and B. Both economies are described by the 
model in Section 8.3, having a population growth function similar 
in form to that in Figure 8.6. You know that the population growth 
function's peak is at i/ L = 0.02, or 2% per year. Both economies 
start with a productivity level of B = 1. In economy A, productivity 
grows at 0.5% per year for 1000 years. In economy B, productiv
ity is stagnant at B = 1 for 800 years. Then, for the next 200 years 
productivity grows at the rate 2.5% per year. 

(a) In the year 800, how much larger is productivity in economy A 
than in economy B? 

(b) In the year 1000, how much larger is productivity in economy A 
than in economy B? 

(c) Given what you know about the population growth function, 
will economy A ever take-off to sustained growth in income per 
capita? Will economy B be able to transition to sustained growth? 
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3. Changes in basic education. Assume there is an increase in the basic 
skills, u, that each child receives. This may be because of the intro
duction of universal primary schooling, for example. In the quantity/ 
quality model in Section 8.4, what effect does this have on the amount 
of education spending, E, that parents do? Does this affect the peak 
fertility rate? Does this affect the ability of a country to transition to 
sustained growth? 

4. A changing land share. 12 In Section 8.3.3 we mentioned the role of 
structural transformation in contributing to sustained growth. Con
sider an economy that produces two goods, an agricultural good and 
a manufacturing good. An amount YA of the agricultural good can be 
produced using land and labor according to 

(1) 

where f3 < 1. An amount Ym of the manufacturing good can be pro
duced using labor only; no land is required: 

(2) 

Assume that both these production functions benefit from the same 
technological progress, A. Finally, the economy faces a resource 
constraint for labor, LA + LM = L. For simplicity, assume that the 
price of the agricultural good in terms of the manufacturing good is 
one, so that total GDP in the economy is Y = YA + Y M' 

(a) Defines= LA/Las the fraction of the economy's labor force that 
works in agriculture. Assume that A and Lare constants. What is 
total GDP in the economy, as a function of the allocation variable 
sand the exogenous parameters {3, X, A, L? 

(b) Find the allocations* that maximizes total GDP. 

(c) What happens to s* if A and L increase over time? 

(d) Let the price of land Px be given by the value of its marginal 
product. What happens to land's share of GDP, PxX/Y, if A and 
L increase over time? 

12 This problem is inspired by Hansen and Prescott (1998). 

n the preceding eight chapters, we have laid out the basic ques
tions of economic growth and some of the main answers provided by 
economic research. The next two chapters depart from this flow in two 
important directions. This chapter examines alternative theories of 
endogenous growth that have been proposed; in this sense, it could be 
read immediately following Chapter 5 or even Chapter 3. Chapter 10 

turns to a question that has received much attention in the history of 
economic thought: the sustainability of long-run growth in the pres
ence of finite natural resources. It, too, could be read any time after 
Chapter 3. 

In this book, we have purposely limited ourselves to a few closely 
related models in an effort to formulate a general theory of growth and 
development. One result of this method of exposition is that we have 
not been able to discuss a large number of the growth models that have 
been developed in the last twenty-five years. This chapter presents a 
brief discussion of some of these other models. 
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